Name: __________________________ ID: __________________________

2 Lower-division courses: *take both to declare*  

LALS 1 (*fall, winter, summer*)  
POLI 1-79 (*choose one*):

5 Upper-division LALS courses: *one elective* *must be taught in Spanish or Portuguese*  

LALS 100: Concepts & Theories in LALS (*fall only*)  
LALS 100A: Social Science Analytics (*winter only*)  
LALS 100B: Cultural Theory in the Americas (*spring only*)  
LALS  
LALS

5 Upper-division POLI courses (3 core courses from 105A-C, 120A-C, 140A-D, 160A-D)  

POLI 140C: Latin American Politics (*winter, summer only*)  
POLI core:  
POLI core:  
POLI core:  
POLI

*Students may substitute up to 2 pre-approved education abroad courses toward their upper-division electives (see the LALS or POLI advisor for more information).*  
**Students may substitute a pre-approved Spanish- or Portuguese-language course from another department at UCSC.*

Senior Exit Requirement: **Senior Seminar** (*choose one & circle*  

**LALS 194** *can be used as an LALS elective*  
OR  
**POLI 190** *in addition to other courses*